PACKAGES & PRICES
From top to bottom, every shelf, every item, sorted and
stocked.

3 hrs | $195

Pantry and all kitchen cupboards sorted, organized and
good to go.

5 hrs | $325

Get the towels, sheets and all those odds and ends sorted
out.

3 hrs | $195

Tidy and sort out the toys so that maybe they might just stay
in there.

4 hrs | $260

Get organized for working from home or just paying the bills.

4 hrs | $260
Single bathroom or ensuite. All items sorted.

2 hrs | $130
From the wardrobe, to the tall boy, to the bedside tables.

4 hrs | $260
Freshen up the bedroom and bathroom together.

5 hrs | $325
Sort out the home of everything that doesn’t have a home.

4 hrs | $260

Please get in touch to discuss a special rate

Applied when assessing organising requirements for whole
homes, garages, multiple rooms, other not listed in
packages. An initial in-home visit or photos may be required
to determine a reliable quote.
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* TERMS OF PACKAGES & PRICES *
| The packages listed are designed for standard sized rooms and quantities. Upon viewing a space and after discussion and agreement with the
client, Bluebird Organising reserves the right to amend package rates based on the actual time taken to complete the agreed job.
| Bluebird Organising works efficiently and always strives to complete the job to meet the terms of the agreed package.
| The final fee comprises three components:
1. Package or quoted price
2. Travel fee (subject to location)
•
Included if your location falls outside my service area. That is; outside a 15km radius of Joondalup.
3. Sourcing and supply of storage or supplementary products (If required)
•
Sourcing fee for researching, purchasing and supply of products, such as tubs, shelving units, and other
•
Products are purchased on behalf of client and on-charged with a 10% sourcing fee

sharon@bluebirdorganising.com.au
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All prices include GST
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0422 908 067

